Free-living organisms are exposed to a wide range of stressors, all of which can disrupt components of stress-related and detoxification physiology. The subsequent accumulation of somatic damage is widely believed to play a major role in the evolution of senescence. Organisms have evolved sophisticated physiological regulatory mechanisms to maintain homeostasis in response to environmental perturbations, but these systems are likely to be constrained in their ability to optimise robustness to multiple stressors due to functional correlations among related traits. While evolutionary change can accelerate due to human ecological impacts, it remains to be understood how exposure to multiple environmental stressors could affect senescence rates and subsequently population dynamics and fitness. We used a theoretical evolutionary framework to quantify the potential consequences for the evolution of actuarial senescence in response to exposure to simultaneous physiological stressors -one versus multiple and additive versus synergistic -in a hypothetical population of avian "urban adapters". In a model in which multiple stressors have additive effects on physiology, species may retain greater capacity to recover, or respond adaptively, to environmental challenges. However, in the presence of high synergy, physiological dysregulation suddenly occurs, leading to a rapid increase in age-dependent mortality and subsequent population collapse. Our results suggest that, if the synergistic model is correct, population crashes in environmentally-stressed species could happen quickly and with little warning, as physiological thresholds of stress resistance are overcome.
Introduction
There is now no doubt that senescent declines in fitness occur widely in free-living animals and, in recent years, a large body of empirical evidence for ageing in the wild has accumulated (e.g. Bouwhuis et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2008; Nussey et al., 2013 , Nussey et al., 2007 . Senescence is defined as a progressive deterioration in physiological function, widely believed to be driven by the accumulation of somatic damage and/or mutations (Beckman and Ames, 1998; Harman, 1956; Kirkwood and Holliday, 1979) . Understanding how senescence -a disadvantageous trait -has evolved, has long been of interest to evolutionary biologists and the foundations of the modern evolutionary theory of ageing were laid in the mid-20th century by the likes of Haldane (1941) , Medawar (1952) , Williams (1957) , Hamilton (1966) and Kirkwood (1977) . The various non-mutually-exclusive theories do not clearly identify a proximate cause for ageing; however, given the role of physiological deterioration, factors influencing physiological defence and repair mechanisms are expected to be important in the evolution of senescence rates.
Senescence is most often studied in model organisms under controlled laboratory conditions (e.g. Klass and Hirsh, 1976; Maynard-Smith, 1958; Tatar et al., 1997a) . However, free-living non-model organisms are exposed to a wide range of environmental stressors that pose a major challenge to physiological systems; these stressors can affect different components of stress-related and detoxification physiology, resulting in damage to DNA, lipids and proteins (Isaksson, 2010; Li et al., 2003) . It is clear that environmental effects are particularly important in modulating expression of age-dependent mortality rates; the effects of temperature (e.g. Maynard-Smith, 1958; Pletcher and Neuhauser, 2000) and heat shock (Tatar et al., 1997b) on senescence rates in laboratory animals are well documented, while, more recently, environmental cues have also been shown to be important in influencing ageing rates in natural populations (e.g. Kawasaki et al., 2008; Mangel, 2008; Nussey et al., 2007) . It is clear that senescence rates could have significant impacts on population dynamics, yet the evolutionary and ecological importance of environmentally-induced changes in senescence in wild populations is poorly understood, particularly at microevolutionary scales.
While there is evidence that evolutionary change can accelerate due to human ecological impacts (e.g. Palumbi, 2001; Yeh, 2004) , it remains to be understood whether multiple anthropogenic-induced environmental stressors challenge the individual to such a degree that the rate and pattern of senescence, which would ultimately affect population demography and fitness, are altered. Most theoretical studies of senescence have only considered the effects of a single extrinsic stressor and consequences for life-history evolution at the individual level. Indeed, early theoretical models of ageing did not allow for any environmental or individual variation (see Mangel, 2001 ). State-dependent lifehistory theory has proved a useful framework for investigating optimal strategies in relation to the evolution of senescence, though studies have thus far only considered a single stressor at a time (Mangel and Munch, 2005; Mangel, 2008 Mangel, , 2001 McNamara et al., 2004; Shanley and Kirkwood, 2000) . However, environmental stressors rarely act in isolation and the potential for additive or synergistic effects on individual physiology, and thereby possibly the rate of senescence, needs to be taken seriously. For example, some hunter-gatherer populations show high levels of certain risk factors for cardiovascular disease, but no actual disease (Vasunilashorn et al., 2010) . The modern heart-disease epidemic thus appears to result from synergistic effects of multiple lifestyle/physiological differences relative to our ancestral state. Physiological systems often show coordinated responses to changing conditions, and there is reason to expect that overall physiological regulatory mechanisms have evolved substantial robustness to normal environmental variation (Cohen et al., 2012) . However, in theory, highly-optimised complex systems, such as organismal physiology, are constrained in their ability to optimise robustness to potential stressors, due to functional correlations among related traits (Kriete, 2013) . This suggests that multiple simultaneous stressors might be tolerated only up to a point, beyond which an organism's tolerance is overcome and physiological condition degrades rapidly. This theoretical perspective supports a synergistic model of how stressors interact. While other authors have considered multiple mechanisms underlying senescence, including feedback loops among them (e.g. Kowald and Kirkwood, 1996) , models have not been used to infer demographic consequences.
Here, we employed evolutionary simulations to investigate the potential evolutionary consequences of exposure to single and multiple external anthropogenic stressors, mediated by a trait conferring stress resistance, in a hypothetical wild animal population. To make the paper and the model biologically relevant and timely, we have envisaged the hypothetical population to be a free-living avian "urban adapter" species. While the urban environment may remove many of the ecological constraints that exist elsewhere (e.g. reduced climatic stress in temperate regions and year-round high foodavailability), towns and cities present a wide range of novel environmental stressors arising from, for example, air, artificial light, water and noise pollution (McKinney, 2002; Shochat et al., 2006) . Marked changes in behaviour, physiology and morphology have been widely demonstrated among organisms inhabiting urban environments (Giraudeau and McGraw, 2014; Isaksson et al., 2005; Kempenaers et al., 2010; Liker et al., 2008; Slabbekoorn and Peet, 2003) and could underlie significant evolutionary change (e.g. Yeh, 2004) . Urban adapter species are considered to be those that can persist in the urban environment, even reaching very high densities in towns and cities, but typically perform less well than their rural conspecifics (Blair, 1996; McKinney, 2002; Shochat et al., 2006) . Many resident (i.e. non-migratory) passerine species fall into the group of urban adapters (e.g. great tit Parus major, common blackbird Turdus merula, and American robin Turdus migratorius) and therefore offer a suitable model system for investigating the potential for evolutionary change associated with urbanisation in free-living populations. Specifically, we modelled the potential effects of exposure to stressors -single versus multiple, and in the presence of multiple stressors, whether stressors act additively versus synergisticallyon the evolution of actuarial senescence, i.e. the change in the likelihood of mortality with age. Although detailed studies have now demonstrated age-related declines in organismal function in the wild Broggi et al., 2010; Hruska et al., 2010) , actuarial senescence continues to be a useful tool for comparing ageing rates among individuals and populations, since it directly influences population dynamics and ultimately evolution.
The evolutionary model framework

Overview
We simulated the evolution of stress resistance and its impacts on actuarial senescence in a closed population of 1000 individuals over 500 discrete generations subject to gradually increasing environmental stress. The hypothetical population is that of a passerine bird inhabiting an urban environment, though the results can be construed more broadly. Three core scenarios of stress exposure were simulated, involving (i) a single extrinsic stressor, (ii) two extrinsic stressors acting additively, and (iii) two extrinsic stressors acting synergistically. Parameters that were allowed to vary within models were extrinsic stress level(s), stress resistance, age-dependent mortality, lifespan and lifetime reproductive success. The model does not take into account densitydependence mechanisms, population dynamics, emigration and immigration and assumes no effects on age-independent (baseline) mortality. All data simulations were performed in R 3.1.3. The R code is available in the supplementary material (Appendix A).
Modelling extrinsic stress
Extrinsic stress levels were modelled supposing exposure to one (scenario i) or two (scenarios ii and iii) environmental stressor(s). The levels of stressors to which each individual was subject were generated by randomly sampling from a normal distribution around a variable mean (see below) and with a standard deviation fixed at 10% of the mean. Variation in extrinsic stress among individuals within the population reflects the fact that stressors are typically heterogeneous across an environment. In the single-stressor model, total extrinsic stress exposure was simply the value of a single extrinsic stressor; in the additive and synergistic models, total extrinsic stress exposure was calculated as the sum or product, respectively, of two extrinsic stressors. These different ways of calculating an individual's stress exposure reflect different hypotheses for the physiological impact of exposure to multiple simultaneous stressors. In the first generation, mean levels of each stressor were assigned an arbitrary value of 1 (scenarios i and iii) or 0.5 (scenario ii), thus the mean total stress exposure was 1 across all three scenarios. We modelled different rates of increasing environmental stress, reflecting the increasing extrinsic pressures that many urban populations are experiencing due to human population growth and associated urban development. The rate of increase of environmental stress was constant within simulations, but was allowed to vary between simulations (see Table 1 ). As a control, scenarios were also modelled in the absence of any change (with the exception of stochastic variation) in extrinsic stress exposure.
Modelling age-dependent mortality
Stress exposure acted upon age-dependent mortality (b) and subsequently age at death (see Section 2.4) according to the exponential function:
where S total is the total extrinsic stress exposure, SR is an individual's level of stress resistance (see Section 2.5) and c is a constant fixed at 0.01 across all simulations (see Fig. 1 ). As stress resistance increases, the same value of extrinsic stress results in a lower value of b, and thus a lower mortality rate. b was constrained at the lower limit, such that it could never fall below the mean of the first generation; i.e. a population cannot end up better than where it started, when both extrinsic stress and stress resistance were low. Essentially, we were constraining our simulated species to be an urban adapter rather than an urban exploiter. An upper bound was set at 10 to prevent the generation of infinite values and constrain the data to a normal distribution; an individual with b equal to 10 has a lifespan so short that it essentially dies at birth, within the context of our model.
Calculating lifespan and lifetime reproductive success
Mortality was modelled according to the Gompertz model, which describes the increase in mortality (μ) as a function of age (x) by the expression:
where a represents age-independent (baseline) mortality and b represents the age-dependent (senescent) component of mortality. The Gompertz function has been widely used to model actuarial senescence and assumes ageing-related mortality increases exponentially as a multiple of baseline mortality (Ricklefs and Scheuerlein, 2002) . This implies that ageing-related mortality is not just a function of intrinsic causes of mortality, but that, as organisms age, they become more vulnerable to the same extrinsic causes of mortality to which young adults are susceptible. The Gompertz equation can be rearranged to give the probability of mortality at any age (Pμ x ) as follows:
Age at death was simulated, outside of evolutionary model simulations, for 10,000 individuals for different values of b (range: 0.01-3, in increments of 0.01), while a was fixed at 0.3. The probability of mortality at yearly intervals was calculated for each individual, according to Eq. (3). If a random number drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 was less than the probability of mortality, the individual died and age of death recorded. Using the nls() function in R, non-linear models of the form y = we bz were subsequently fitted to logtransformed means and standard deviations of age at death. The estimates for the parameters w and z derived from these models were then used to calculate, with a stochastic element, age at death of each individual in the model, depending on each individual's value of b (as calculated according to Eq. (1)). In effect, we randomly sampled ages at death from an empirically-generated distribution for each possible value of b. Individual lifetime reproductive success (LRS) was subsequently calculated as a product of fecundity (fixed at 3) and lifespan. As explained above, when b = 10, lifespan is effectively zero; therefore, in the model, when b = 10, age at death was set to zero and thus an individual's LRS was also zero. If an entire generation failed to reproduce, the population was deemed to have gone extinct and the simulation was terminated.
Modelling evolution of stress resistance
We modelled an evolvable individual parameter of "stress resistance" (SR), representing an individual's capacity to withstand stress. Individual stress resistance in the first generation was generated by randomly sampling from a truncated normal distribution with a mean of 2 and standard deviation of 0.1, using the rtruncnorm() function. Stress resistance was constrained such that it could not fall below 0.01 and was bounded at the upper limit by a maximum (SR max ), which was fixed within each simulation, but set at a different level between simulations. Unlike extrinsic stress, an individual's stress resistance was partly heritable. Individual stress resistance in each successive generation was generated by 
Randomly drawn from normal distribution with:
Randomly drawn from truncated normal distribution with: ̅ x 0 = 2, σ = 0.1, min = 0.01, max = SR max Sampled from previous generation, proportional to LRS, and perturbed as a function of H Age-dependent mortality (b) 0.01 * e(S total * 1/SR) A s first generation Age at death (AD) e(w * e(z * b)) ± stochastic variation 2
As first generation Lifetime reproductive success (LRS) F * AD As first generation 1 Only used in simulations external to evolutionary models (see Section 2.4). 2 Where w and z are derived from simulated data (see Section 2.4). Fig. 1 . Graphical illustration of the function relating total extrinsic stress exposure, stress resistance (SR) and age-dependent mortality (b). As stress resistance increases, the magnitude of the effect of extrinsic stress on age-dependent mortality is reduced.
sampling with replacement from the previous generation, weighted by a probability positively correlated with an individual's lifetime reproductive success relative to the rest of the population. Each individual's probability weighting was calculated by dividing their lifetime reproductive success by the total reproductive success of the generation. These generated values were then stochastically perturbed by randomly sampling from a normal distribution with a mean equal to the absolute value of stress resistance and a standard deviation equal to 1-H, where H is the heritability. As with SR max , heritability was fixed within each simulation, but varied between simulations.
Summary of model parameters
Model parameters are summarised in Table 1 . Simulations modelled the evolution of stress resistance (SR, see Section 2.5), in response to increasing environmental stress (see Section 2.2), and the subsequent consequences for age-dependent mortality (b; Section 2.3), age at death (AD; see Section 2.4) and lifetime reproductive success (LRS; see Section 2.4). Extrinsic stressors increased as a result of a fixed rate of increase (ES inc ). Age-independent mortality (a) and fecundity (F) were fixed across all simulations. SR max and heritability (H) of stress resistance were fixed at the beginning of each simulation, but were allowed Fig. 2 . Model outputs illustrating variable outcomes of evolution of stress resistance and consequences for age-dependent mortality (b), age at death, and lifetime reproductive success (LRS) under three scenarios of environmental stress exposure, as labelled. Outputs were generated from a single simulation of each scenario. Parameter means (solid lines) and the 5th and 95th percentiles (dashed lines) are plotted across 500 consecutive generations. In this example, parameters were fixed as follows: rate of increase of extrinsic stressors = 0.03/generation; heritability = 0.8; and, maximum stress resistance = 6. to vary across simulations. By varying heritability (range: 0.1-0.99) and SR max (range: 2-10), we explored the breadth of parameter space to examine how these two parameters influenced rates of evolution of stress resistance and fitness effects, in terms of actuarial senescence and lifetime reproductive success, over the course of the model simulation.
Results
An example of a single simulation of the evolutionary model is shown in Fig. 2 , in which different evolutionary outcomes were demonstrated across the three scenarios of stress exposure. Here, when heritability was fixed at 0.8 and SR max was fixed at 6, in the single-stressor model, stress resistance was able to evolve at a rate such that there was only a small decline in mean age at death over the course of 500 generations ( Fig. 2A) . However, although there was little change in the mean, the variation within the population was high (Fig. 2A) . Even though stress resistance initially evolved more rapidly when a population was exposed to two extrinsic stressors, this was insufficient to counter the rate of increase of environmental stress and mean age at death declined over the course of model simulations in both the additive and synergistic models (Fig. 2B & C) . In the synergistic model, stress resistance evolved with greatest rapidity; in the simulations presented in Fig. 2 , mean stress resistance reached within 10% of its maximum (close to the SR max ) at 100 generations (Fig. 2C) , compared with 198 generations (Fig. 2B ) in the additive model. Despite this, the rate of increase of environmental stress in the synergistic model soon overwhelmed the population, which went extinct after 226 generations. Outputs confirmed, as expected, that in the presence of fixed fecundity, lifetime reproductive success was directly correlated with age at death and so we do not present further outputs of reproductive success. Fig. 3 . Evolution of mean stress resistance across 500 generations under different scenarios of environmental stress exposure and across a range of parameterisations of heritability (H) and maximum stress resistance (SR max ). Scenarios are: one stressor (black); two stressors acting additively (red); and, two stressors acting synergistically (blue).
Exploring throughout parameter space revealed that when SR max was low (e.g. 2), the evolution of stress resistance was highly constrained (Fig. 3) and mean age at death declined sharply across all scenarios of environmental stress exposure (Fig. 4) . Increasing the physiological maximum (i.e. SR max ) did not affect the rate of evolution of stress resistance, but enabled mean stress resistance to reach a higher level (Fig. 3) . The consequences of this for lifespan was that mean age at death did not decline so quickly and, in the single stressor and additive models, mean lifespan after 500 generations was positively correlated with SR max (Fig. 4) . As heritability increased towards an optimum of~0.9, the rate of evolution of stress resistance decreased, but mean stress resistance approached closer to SR max (Fig. 3) and, after 500 generations, mean lifespan was longer in the single stressor and additive models (Fig. 4) . When heritability exceeded 0.9, populations fared markedly worse across all scenarios of environmental stress: the rate of evolution of stress resistance decreased and mean lifespan declined during the course of model simulations (Figs. 3 & 4) . Across all values of SR max and heritability explored, a synergistic model of stress exposure resulted in the population going extinct long before 500 generations.
Varying the physiological constraints (i.e. SR max and heritability) on the population had the greatest effect on the evolution of actuarial senescence in response to exposure to two additive stressors (Figs. 3 &  4) . When physiological constraints were relaxed (i.e. high heritability and SR max ), the additive model approached the single-stressor model in terms of mean age at death (Fig. 4) , though mean stress resistance was higher in the additive model, compared with the single-stressor model (Fig. 3) . Under tighter constraints (i.e. low SR max and heritability), the additive model behaved similarly to the synergistic model.
The model outputs presented here are those when rate of increase of extrinsic stress was set at 0.03/generation; we have chosen to present these outputs, since they illustrate interesting variation in evolutionary responses across the parameter space (of heritability and SR max ) explored. At a lower rate of change (e.g. 0.01/generation), we see little variation in responses (see Fig. B-1A & B, Supplementary material) ; while at higher rates of change of environmental stress (e.g. 0.05/generation), the population is rapidly overwhelmed (see Fig. B-1C & D, Supplementary material). As a control, simulations were also performed under a scenario of constant environmental stress; the evolutionary trajectory of a trait of stress resistance was similar across all scenarios of environmental stress (Fig. B-2A, Supplementary material) and there was no change in mean age at death during the course of model simulations (Fig. B-2B, Supplementary material) .
Repeated iterations of simulations, while parameterisation remained unchanged, confirmed that model outputs were consistent and repeatable. Some examples of repeated iterations are presented in Figure C-1  (Supplementary material) . Given the stochastic processes involved in simulations, this process was necessary to verify that results are robust and validate the presentation of model outputs from single simulations.
Discussion
The rate at which physiological systems reach their limits and the rate of evolutionary change will, of course, depend on how multiple stressors interact with one another (e.g. Ezenwa, 2004; Isaksson, 2015) . Here, we have demonstrated that a synergistic model of how physiological stressors interact produces much more dramatic changes in a population's mortality profile under conditions of increasing extrinsic stress than an additive or single-stressor model. Given that the absolute levels of extrinsic stress increase more quickly in the synergistic scenario, this is not unexpected; nonetheless, it is noteworthy because the observed increases in age-dependent mortality occur quite suddenly and result in rapid population collapse and subsequent extinction. Furthermore, even when physiological systems demonstrated high plasticity, populations were still rapidly pushed outside of a zone of tolerance. This suggests that, at least under some conditions, apparently stable wild populations exposed to anthropogenic stress may be at much greater risk than their demography alone suggests. Although not explicit in our models, it is likely that a trait for stress resistance would be costly to maintain (e.g. Kirkwood, 1977; Kirkwood and Holliday, 1979) . If extrinsic stress heavily outweighs any advantage of having stress resistance, as in the synergistic model, the differences between individuals becomes meaningless; individuals with higher stress resistance would be expected to suffer more, in terms of fitness costs, than those with low stress resistance (Roff, 1992; Roff and Fairbairn, 2007) . In the natural world, the evolutionary consequences of exposure to multiple synergistic stressors could therefore be far greater than the outcomes predicted by our model.
Our results demonstrate the importance of defining an explicit model of how environmental stressors affect the physiological mechanisms underlying ageing when conducting demographic models of senescence: the synergistic model is more biologically realistic, but without explicit consideration of the question, additive or singlestressor models have become the default (e.g. Mangel and Munch, 2005; Mangel, 2008; Shanley and Kirkwood, 2000) . Though there is no consensus on the basic mechanisms of senescence, there is increasing evidence that ageing is a multi-factorial process (Kirkwood, 2011; Partridge and Barton, 1993) . The present study suggests that understanding whether these multiple factors are additive or synergistic in their effects may be crucial for predicting species' abilities to tolerate stress. While there is no clear evidence as to which physiological model is more realistic for understanding how stress affects ageing, we believe that the synergistic model is more realistic. Organisms are highly-optimised complex systems that have evolved sophisticated regulatory mechanisms to maintain homeostasis (Cohen et al., 2012) . In such systems, features that optimise robustness to a wide range of foreseeable conditions generally cause increased frailty for less common conditions, with overall robustness across all possible conditions remaining zero-sum (Kriete, 2013) . Such a model would suggest that organisms evolve greater robustness to variation in a single stressor (a more common situation) than for simultaneous variation in multiple independent stressors (more rare). For example, if a nutrient shortage and extreme temperatures are uncorrelated environmentally, the organism may have evolved less robustness to both stresses simultaneously than would be predicted based on the resistance to each alone. Likewise, the level of resistance to stressors may not far exceed stress levels likely to be encountered. Such a principle would explain why laboratory studies often show extreme responses to endocrine disruptors at moderately high doses (Suvorov et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2001) , whereas human epidemiological studies have generally not demonstrated large effects (e.g. Abdelouahab et al., 2013) .
Of course, even if the synergistic model is appropriately parameterised, we would need a detailed understanding of how important each stressor is for each species to be able make more concrete predictions of long-term impacts. Our simulations make a large number of suppositions that may or may not be realistic for some or all species, and our goal is not to suggest that the results give a clear view of what is likely to happen. Rather, the key insight is that an understanding of how stressors are integrated physiologically is necessary to understand the impacts of changing environments on the evolution of senescence, population stability, and physiological adaptation. While our simulation and discussion were conducted with a modern urban passerine species in mind, the conclusions apply much more broadly to understanding how species respond physiologically to changing environments. Furthermore, variation in physiological constraints in the model (here, being maximum stress resistance and heritability) could represent genetic or non-genetic (such as environmentally-induced changes in gene regulation, e.g. DNA-methylation) adaptations that are heritable across generations. Non-genetic mechanisms of inheritance could potentially lead to a greater robustness and a faster response towards environmental perturbations compared to strict genetic inheritance (Isaksson, 2015) . However, non-genetic inheritance does not act independently of the underlying genetic structure, thus the current model does not take into account the different sources of variation.
While we have not explicitly defined stress resistance in our model, this could be thought of as one or more physiological repair mechanisms, such as those involved in the expression of heat-shock proteins or detoxification systems, with the overall level of resistance indicating the ability of the system to repair somatic damage and extend lifespan (see Gems and Partridge, 2008; Lithgow and Walker, 2002; Mangel, 2008) . In this context, our model shares assumptions with the disposable soma theory of ageing (Kirkwood, 1977) . Our model only considers a single trait of stress resistance, but, in reality, various physiological regulatory networks are likely to be involved in regulating responses to external cues (Cohen et al., 2012; Kirkwood, 2011) . If correlations among traits are a sufficient constraint on the evolution of multiple stress resistance traits, the model considered here might be appropriate (Cohen et al., 2012) , but if there is physiological canalisation or if traits evolve independently, the dramatic effects of the synergistic model might be diminished.
Variation in lifespan can, of course, arise through age-independent changes in baseline mortality as well as the ageing component of mortality (Partridge et al., 2005; Simons et al., 2013) . Our model framework only considers effects of extrinsic stress on age-dependent mortality, yet baseline mortality may also be sensitive to sources of anthropogenic-induced stress. It is likely that different ecological and physiological mechanisms contribute to changes in actuarial senescence and baseline mortality and the evolution of life histories will depend on whether costs are manifested in increased baseline mortality or actuarial senescence.
The rate of senescence -the rate at which expected contributions to fitness decline -can be considered as a function of both age-specific mortality and fecundity (Hamilton, 1966) . Our evolutionary model is therefore potentially limited in its ability to fully describe how selective pressures shape patterns of senescence since it does not account for age-related changes in fecundity. Indeed, physiological processes, such as oxidative stress (i.e. a surplus of pro-oxidants relative to antioxidants), have been shown to play an important role in shaping individual fecundity as well as survival, but they may also underlie complex tradeoffs Monaghan et al., 2009 ). For example, avian "urban adapters" typically have smaller clutch sizes than their non-urban counterparts (Chamberlain et al., 2009) ; such a reduction in reproductive output could be adaptive, enabling greater investment of resources in maintenance and survival. However, it is also quite feasible that urban environmental stress could result in positive co-variation between fecundity and survival, the extent of which will be moderated by individual variation in quality. Both physiological trade-offs and individual variation are likely to be particularly important for the shaping of senescence rates in the wild, but the relative significance of each factor is poorly understood. Thus, incorporating these two non-mutuallyexclusive hypotheses into the model provides a far greater challenge and would require a wider range of scenarios to be considered.
Future directions
Identifying the precise causes and consequences of environmental variation for senescence rates in the wild presents a great challenge. In contrast to other theoretical and empirical studies of ageing, we have explored the potential for synergistic effects of exposure to multiple stressors, a mechanism recently highlighted as being of likely importance in the toxicological literature (Isaksson, 2015) . As with any theoretical, or indeed empirical study, things can always be made more complicated. As a first step, our aim was to construct a simple model from which testable predictions concerning the physiological effects of multiple stressors on senescence could be generated. While we have gained much valuable knowledge on some aspects of the physiological mechanisms underlying senescence from model laboratory organisms, studies of non-model organisms are needed to reveal how environmental cues influence rates of senescence in the wild. There is a need for studies to test exposure to multiple stressors under controlled conditions to determine how different stressors interact with one another to affect age-related declines in fitness at the individual and population levels. This will require integration of carefully-designed field and laboratory experiments in non-model organisms. It is realistic to expect that stressors often do interact with a high degree of synergy in nature, but quite how commonplace this is and to what extent systems are synergistic are largely unknown. How stress resistance evolves will also be a key component of the puzzle to explore, likely through laboratory studies.
